The Interactive Classroom Environment

To create an interactive learning environment by providing a complete hardware and software solution.
Interwrite Pad

Teach from anywhere in the classroom

Group discussion and let student to write from their desk

Engage student with interactive program

Teacher can delivery lesson more effectively
Try this by Interwrite Pad

Let's try another interactive program
Interwrite Response Solution

Interwrite provides the only complete family of response products

Interwrite PRS IR  Interwrite Cricket  Interwrite PRS RF  Interwrite Virtual PRS

IR technology  RF technology  Wi-Fi or LAN

Interwrite Response Software Platform (Windows, Mac, Linux)

Workspace  Demo  MORE
Interwrite Response Classroom

The open-architecture system for instant feedback, assessment, and flexibility.
Interwrite PRS for PC & PDA

Instant feedback at your fingertips

Response solution designed for computer labs / mobile devices.

Full PRS functionality for Windows and Windows Mobile

Same PRS software platform

Free Beta available TODAY!
Interwrite Learning classroom solution

Devices
- Interwrite Board
- Interwrite Panel
- Interwrite Pad
- Interwrite PRS
- Interwrite PRS PC&PDA
- Interwrite Cricket

Host System

Digital Content
- Your content
- Interwrite Images
- Interwrite Sims
- Interwrite Lessons
- Web content
- Partner content
- Professional Development
Some projects we help teachers to use ICT

• Contest with Teacher Tube

• Contest – develop interactive teaching content

• Provide our software and systems free to schools/teachers, in return they have to develop interactive teaching content which will be shared to other teachers/schools
What else we can help teachers to utilize ICT?

• Policy maker
  – Time for in service teachers to attend ICT training
  – Motivation program

• Vendors, developers
  – Open source
  – Compatibility